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PREFACE

The mighty Jhelum. The river flows voraciously through

India and Pakistan; a deep-blue water channels a mountain

of tribes, centuries old and alive, separated by land and

divided by armies. I learned of the word, Kashmir, from

childhood, through the stories of grandmother and Mama

preserved in memory, as fragments of syllables and a

labyrinth of foreign words.

Born in Pakistan, raised in the American Southwest, I

discovered Kashmir through images preserved in journals,

picture books, and pages of poetry. Kashmir. The word for

dissected water. Another name for Wonderland. Inside the

valley, life and death, past and future are laced by decades of

conflict. Here, love, loss and hope flow seamlessly like the

self-swallowing river, drifting, and self-consuming, until the

pain of war, like water tunneling through rocks and earth,

wounds the hearts of an innocent people. Kashmiris, an

identity, a language, and a celebrated civilization are forever

defined by tragedy, trauma and terrifying life-incidents.

This collection of stories is an expression of love, loss,

and the strength of a people with patience and persever-



ance. These stories are often absent or ignored by the

outside world. They are the untold truths—the boundless

expressions of a people living in an occupation without

an end.

And while Kashmiris never forget the abuses of the

Army, women understand that life has much to give. They

have moments of joy and celebration. Even as they mourned

their dead, Kashmiris remained tender-hearted and tena-

cious in their struggle for civil liberties. After 70-plus years

of conflict, they deserve these rights.

What is happening to Kashmir? The preciseness of this

question is one that I attempt to answer as an international

public speaker, inside the classroom as a professor, and on

these pages as a writer. As an American observer, and a

Muslim woman with ancestral ties to Kashmir, I have felt

sorrow and rage, a searing emotion, for the women—the

half-widows, widows, prisoners, protestors, activists, and

mothers—trying to survive another day of conflict. I have

felt a part of their despair and disillusionment with life

when they are denied medical care; when local authorizes

show them indifference; and when they are forced into

silence. These women are the heart of this book, as are the

few men I have included to highlight their emotional loss

and love for the valley. These are the hidden truths of the

Kashmir valley.

Together, Kashmiris find ways to cope with a prolonged

conflict by clinging onto hope and faith. This collection is a

reflection of the untold truths of women and the secrets

they must keep in order to stay alive.
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INTRODUCTION
UNFORGETTABLE

The cliché is true. Kashmir is an unforgettable place. For
those who have visited, Kashmir has a lasting impact. An
Australian tourist, Janice Clay, told me how she passed
through Simla and Srinagar on an expedition from London
in 1975 before the Russians invaded Afghanistan. She
emailed me a portrait of Kashmir: “exotic with the beauty of
Lake Dal and the Victorian splendor of the houseboats and
how traders came by with leather…and silk rugs.”

In his trip to Srinagar, award-winning photojournalist
Steve McCurry took images of small-scale farmers gliding
Dal Lake and transporting vegetables to market; the chinar

at its best in autumn; and local men and women with hard-
ened faces. From India’s capital city of New Delhi, a British
landscape historian took stunning pictures of Kashmir’s
Mughal gardens and plant life in “a landscape lover’s blog.”

The world’s most beautiful conflict had a picture-perfect
quality. Both the people and the place are known for their
extraordinary charm. I remember mornings laced with bird-
song and streams, peat-brown, flowing into the mighty



Jhelum River—water and wind racing against time in a
valley in motion. A centuries-old landscape remains
untouched and unforgotten by those who have visited the
valley, struck by a mosaic of colors spiraling across a pigeon-
blue sky as the heartbreak of a cold sun threads between
yellow grass. Kashmir is heaven enough.

The people are memorable. Kashmiris have the ability
to mask their pain by offering a radiant, welcoming smile to
outsiders, endowing food and gifts onto anyone who travels
into the valley—a Buddhist, Christian, Hindu, or Jew.
Seventy-plus years of conflict have left its people
unchanged. Their heart-filled hospitality remains open to
all visitors. Theirs was a surety Walt Whitman understood
when he wrote: “The bright suns I see and the dark suns I
cannot see are in their place.”

Kashmir’s famed writer Basharat Peer, now living in New
York, wrote for Granta magazine: “In Kashmir winter is a
season of reflection, a time of reprieve. The guns fall silent
and for a while one can forget the long war that has been
raging since 1990.” A season of icy sheets, freezing tempera-
tures, and bitter cold rain almost shut down the valley.

During my time there, on most days, it was too cold to go
outside or work. Everyone had on layers of clothing. Many
held onto their kangris, wicker clay pots with hot coals used
for heat. Peer was right. This was a time to rest. I asked one
of my younger guides how he managed to sleep through the
night without central heating when temperatures fell below
zero. “I don't feel anything when I take sleeping pills,” he
responded. “It’s not the night I worry about. The morning is
the worst. When I pull away the blankets, the air feels like
ice on my face.”

The next morning, I moved my curtains to find porce-
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lain blue mountain slopes. Nothing was more comforting to
me than the valley’s morning rivers, earth to sap, falling
leaves, and groves of ancient trees. From my guest room in
Srinagar, shielded by an electric blanket, I turned the pages
of Gretel Ehrlich’s The Solace of Open Spaces, my favorite
story of the American northwest. From the mountains of
Wyoming, the author wrote: “Winter scarified me. Under
each cheekbone I thought I could feel claw marks and scar
tissue.” The same could be true of Kashmiris, who adapted
to long winter months with silent strength.

To the outside world, Kashmir can be a confusing place.
British author Victoria Schofield opened her book Kashmir

in Conflict with this observation: “The beauty and tranquility
of the valley was almost tangible but it hides an inner pain.”
In Kashmir, surface beauty can be deceiving. Here, people
dream of an unburdened space and personal freedom.

Was there hope for the future? I wondered. Will there ever

be peace?
Another guide, Faisal, shared his thoughts: “I can never

forget what happened here, and maybe I can’t forgive India
or Pakistan for what they’ve done to us. All I want to do now
is go to work and make a living for myself. You can live in a
conflict and have a decent life, if you stay out of it.”

The tragedies of conflict are retold like the stories of
patriarchs. When will the struggle end? Talks between India
and Pakistan are stubbornly two-sided. The most important
negotiator, the people of Kashmir, is conveniently excluded.
India absorbs Kashmir into its national identity, citing an
influx of terrorists to maintain a policy of militarization
against Kashmiris.

Most damaging is Indian intransigence. According to
The New York Times, “India has consistently rebuffed any
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attempt at outside mediation or diplomatic entreaties,
including efforts by the United States.” Limited
international outcry against India’s deadly use of force
against unarmed civilians is puzzling. Nothing justifies the
killing of innocent bystanders and peaceful protestors, or
the detention of men, women and children, taken from their
homes on India’s false charges.

On paper, Kashmir is the archetypical conflict between
India and Pakistan. It is unresolved and strangely multi-
faceted. On both sides, Kashmiris have learned to accept the
presence of soldiers. Troops stationed on either side of the
border have not been able to prevent militants from passing.
A Kashmiri, who once lived on the Indian side of the valley,
once crossed the mountains into Pakistan and told me, “We
have many ways to cross the border. It’s not possible to seal
the mountains.”

This is the same border where Indian and Pakistani offi-
cers are killed in unprovoked firing, and suspected rebels
and villagers are often killed by accident. Since the start of
2013, renewed hostilities along the cease-fire line between
the two South Asian rivals have made cooperation nearly
impossible. It is feared that both India and Pakistan, two
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nuclear-armed states, may launch a deadly war. That fear
continues to this day.

Peer expressed his disappointment with the
international press for neglecting to cover a conflict from his
childhood. In his memoir Curfewed Night, he wrote, “There
was a sense of shame that overcame me every time I walked
into a bookstore. People from almost every conflict zone had
told their stories…I felt the absence of our own telling, the
unwritten books about the Kashmiri experience, from the
bookshelves, as vividly as the absence of a beloved.”

In Pakistan, soldiers stand at multiple checkpoints to
restrict the flow of outsiders. Pakistan treats Kashmir like a
national landmark, barring entry without permission from
the state. In India, Kashmiris are controlled by a code of
ethics set forth by parochial leaders and an army with
unprecedented power. Residents have learned to run from
sirens and shots. They know when to cry Azaadi, the
freedom chant that sails across Kashmir like army convoys
on the main road. Kashmiris know when their city is
besieged, though there are moments when Srinagar, the
belle époque of stone throwers, burns without notice.

Kashmir is the world’s most militarized zone. Over half a
million Indian troops are deployed to Kashmir to patrol the
streets with an armed soldier for every 15 civilians. Few
Indian nationals have criticized India’s policy like Arundhati
Roy, a writer and human rights activist. She boldly
expressed what Kashmiris have felt for a lifetime: “Kashmir
is the unfinished business of Indian independence.”

Since Indian occupation of the valley, thousands of
Kashmiris have died and many more tortured. Kashmiri
filmmaker Sanjay Kak has defined the conflict as “the
triumph of Indian secularism…it’s the end of democracy in
Kashmir.”
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Why is America absent from Kashmir? I wondered. Will the

United States negotiate a political settlement? In a private meet-
ing, former U.S. Defense Attaché to Pakistan Gene
McConville told me, “We have been distracted by two wars:
Iraq and Afghanistan. Everyone realizes the problem, but
the U.S. has limited resources.” When asked about U.S.
priorities in South Asia, the senior official said, “We have
always cared about Kashmir, especially when Kashmiri
extremists export terror against U.S. troops."

For the United States, there is reason to worry about an
unsettled Kashmir. India and Pakistan are two nuclear-
armed countries in a region of instability—Afghanistan
remains insecure, with terrorists moving in and out of its
porous border with Pakistan, where many anti-India
extremists reside and rally to reclaim Kashmir in an all-out
holy war. One great fear espoused by American officials is
that the Kashmir conflict could trigger another regional war.
In his widely acclaimed book of poems, Rooms Are Never

Finished, Kashmiri-American poet Agha Shahid Ali wrote,
“Kashmir, it is feared, is the flashpoint for a nuclear war.”

The South Asian rivals have fought three wars since 1947.
Absent war, the Indian and Pakistani soldiers exchange fire
along the Line of Control in a series of armed clashes. To
quell the fighting, both countries hold high-level meetings.
They sign trade treaties to allow some goods and people to
cross the border. Cultural exchanges are encouraged to
improve relations between the two sides, but some might
argue it is not enough to end the Kashmir conflict. 

India and Pakistan’s cosmetic changes for peace are not a
political solution to Kashmir. Instead, both countries fund
and fuel either anti-Pakistani or anti-Indian propaganda.
While Pakistan publicly supports a separate Kashmiri state,
private and off-the-record meetings with Pakistani military
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commanders confess that Kashmir is a vital national asset.
A Pakistani Army Colonel living in the tribal areas once told
me, “We conduct ongoing contingency operations against
India. We have to be ready in case India invades Kashmir.”
Indian officials publicly state their willingness to resolve
Kashmir, but an overpowering Indian military presence in
Kashmir suggests a long-term national objective. “India will
always be here,” a Kashmiri student told me.

Most of my former U.S. military students, who served in
Afghanistan or Pakistan, will never visit Kashmir. The valley
falls outside of U.S. national security interests. For over a
decade, I trained hundreds of American soldiers, eager and
excited to learn about a new place and people. I traveled
across the United States and to foreign countries to help
warfighters understand the complexities of South Asia. A
lesson about Kashmir was an important part of the region’s
history and put into context the present animosity between
India and Pakistan. Even while American soldiers were sent
to Afghanistan to fight a distant war, Kashmir is the
epicenter of all conflicts in South Asia, confirming journalist
Isobel Hilton’s statement that Kashmir is “the unspoken
subtext of the Afghan war.”

In a discussion of Kashmir’s relevance to the Afghan
war, senior Army civil affairs officer, Daniel Canales, shared
his perspective, “You have to respect border disputes,” he
said, referring to the Line of Control. Having spent time in
South America, Canales understood that resolving land
disputes required the participation of regional powers and a
key negotiator like the United States. “America played a
huge role to mediate the Ecuador and Peru crisis. When
Brazil joined the talks, a peace treaty was reached,” Carales
said. America can do the same for Kashmir.

However, little is known about Kashmir. “I thought
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Kashmir was rocks and mountains. I didn’t know people
lived there,” a young officer told me at Camp Atterbury.
Another solider admitted, “The average American thinks
Kashmir is the sweater or a reference to Led Zeppelin’s
song.” In 1973, Robert Plant wrote the lyrics to the original
song “Driving to Kashmir.” Zeppelin played it live in every
show from 1975 to their last concert in 1980. Neither Plant
nor Zeppelin ever visited Kashmir—the lyrics came from a
road trip to Morocco. Oh, let the sun beat down upon my face,

stars fill my dreams / I am a traveler of both time and space, to be

where I have been…My Shangri-La beneath the summer moon, I

will return again /Like the dust that lifts high in June, when

moving through Kashmir.

Ignorance on Kashmir is understandable, though it is
not acceptable. Several logical reasons explain why the
United States played a passive role in the protracted conflict.
For decades, American troops and policymakers have been
distracted by a long war in Afghanistan. Thus, America’s
interests in Pakistan’s long-term stability and lingering
terrorism threat have made the Kashmir issue a non-issue.

A solution to Kashmir is a timely topic, one that the
West has lost interest in. At Fort Bragg, North Carolina,
home to the U.S. Army’s largest support command, I asked a
mid-career Army officer about his answer to Kashmir. “The
US military focuses on the five meter target,” he said. The
phrase ‘five meter’ is a reference to insurgent groups within
sight. “Kashmir is too far from Afghanistan. And besides,
how are we supposed to make peace between two enemies
in the region?” He had a point.

Major Joseph ‘Joe’ Evans, an affable man from Pennsyl-
vania with soft blue eyes and a subtle smile, presented his
view: “A solution to Kashmir is in everyone’s interest, but
Afghanistan matters most.” In 2006, Joe was deployed to
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Afghanistan. He later attended the Pakistani Army’s
Command and Staff College in the tribal city of Quetta from
2009 to 2010. After Afghanistan, Evans served as the
Pentagon’s Pakistan Desk Officer in the Pakistan-
Afghanistan Coordination Cell in the Office of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff. In 2013, Evans visited Pakistan at least ten
times in one year.  

“Americans can’t understand the history of the region,”
Evans said.

“Is that why the U.S. won’t mediate the Kashmir
conflict?” I asked.

“They can’t take that risk,” Evans replied.
He offered no further explanation and I didn’t probe. It

was clear that Kashmir remained a low-priority issue on
America’s foreign policy agenda.

As American troops returned from Afghanistan, and
newly elected leaders redefined the South Asian political
landscape, Kashmir will continue to be a non-issue. The
danger is that Western negligence will allow India and
Pakistan to reframe Kashmir, likely suspending it in a safe
status-quo reality.

In a region of uncertainty, anything can happen. More
than 70 years later, freedom in Kashmir is distorted. Often,
Kashmiris are punished for treading the path to indepen-
dence, once pursued by Gandhi when he protested British
colonials. “Be the change you wish to see in the world,” the
revolutionary leader said.

Scarred by war, Kashmiri activists are determined to
keep the conflict alive through periodic protests, political
participation, and constant push for change. Keeping
Kashmir alive is vital to the women in these stories—even
the silent observers of conflict hope for peace.

As a witness to their tragedies, I am reminded by Amer-
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ican civil rights activist Martin Luther King, Jr., who said,
“Darkness cannot drive out darkness. Only light can do
that.” With love, and unyielding faith, one of the valley’s
greatest truths is that someday, Kashmir will be reborn. The
story begins in Lahore, my birth city in Pakistan.
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1

REFUGEES

wo men named Shoaib and Pervez arrived in
Western-style business suits at my guesthouse in
Islamabad, Pakistan’s capital city. My tall and thin

guides were prepared to take me on a long and uneasy drive
at an altitude of almost twenty-four hundred feet into the
mountains to a place called Muzaffarabad, the capital city of
Pakistan-held Kashmir (located on the banks of two rivers
and along the Himalayan and the Pir Panjal mountain
range). On this side of the mountain, Kashmir was allegedly
free and hence, the name, Azad (Free) Kashmir.

By bus, Muzaffarabad is about a four-hour ride or one
hundred-and-ten-miles to Srinagar. In a harsh winter, the
temperature could drop to below zero. I had learned from
Pakistani Army officers, who had been visiting U.S. Central
Command in Florida, of unpredictable weather patterns in
Kashmir’s highest peaks. It was possible to die of frostbite or
an infected blood blister.

Shoaib and Pervez were Pakistan’s political representa-
tives for the Jammu Kashmir Liberation Front (JKLF) and
ran a small office in Islamabad. Pakistani security closely



monitored them with surprise visits and unusual check-in
calls. Ahmed was lanky, had silky black hair parted in the
middle, and a long moustache. Pervez was an inch shorter,
with a poker face and thick eyebrows. He spoke in a raspy
voice, non-stop, peppering his speech with a history of the
revolution.

“I never picked up a gun,” he confessed in heavily
accented English. “There is never an end to fighting. Peace is
our way,” Pervez said encouragingly. He had later told me he
had once been a freedom fighter, trekking the mountains
between India and Pakistan, waging a violent jihad
supported by Pakistan. In the mountains, he had buried his
dead comrades.

“I am a lawyer,” Pervez said, as the sun cast a warm glow
on his silky hair.

Maybe he was what Argentinian rebel Ernesto “Che”
Guevara meant by the guerrilla fighter as a social reformer.
In Guerrilla Warfare, Che wrote, “In combat, there must
always be some unarmed men. They will recover the guns
of companions who are wounded or dead…and [someone
with] a proven sense of responsibility, who will give the
necessary reports in the least possible time.” Pervez was the
group’s seasoned messenger, who trotted occasionally to
Europe to join Kashmiri activists and raise awareness to the
conflict.

Still, I felt palpably strange. I had no way of knowing if
the men in the car would choose violence, should Pakistan
offer them financial, logistical, and ideological support to
revolt. Was the revolution really over? Or had it evolved, as
Pervez said, into an unarmed resistance?

The journey to Muzaffarabad varied from four to six
hours, depending on the driver’s agility, impatience, and
speed. The narrow lane highway bustled with traffic from
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large buses, donkeys, military jeeps, mini-buses, mean
motorists, and anything that moved. We all shared the same
road. I wondered if Western travelers had come through this

part of Kashmir. Marco Polo, the famous trader and explorer
from Venice, Italy made a reference to Kashmir in his travel
notes. Alexander the Great may have passed through the
slopes of this side of Kashmir.

A distinguished administrator in British India, Sir Olaf
Caroe, made his way to Pakistan-held Kashmir as he
detailed his journey in a historical treasure, The Pathans. In
later years, three European photojournalists, Henri Cartier-
Bresson, Henri Huet and Brian Blake, captured the stillness
of Kashmir in 110 images reproduced by Life magazine and
best known for “Monsoon Girl,” a famous photograph taken
in 1960.

The wind walloped fiercely. In the distance, ever-deep-
ening snow and forbidding slopes curved over villages. As
the car quickly ascended, the Jhelum River below, which
flowed from Pakistan-held Kashmir into India, looked like a
burbling creek. Epic views of rolling hills, dense woods, and
seemingly limitless space had a magnificent quality of time-
lessness. An English writer, Alice Albinia, believed “rivers
are the common gift of God,” a reference to the Indus River,
another great body of water that connected India and
Pakistan, as the Indus traveled from Pakistan’s southern port
city of Karachi and into the northern slopes of India.

Through the mountains, Pervez maintained a steady
monologue. “Few people come here from Islamabad. No
one goes to Kashmir without a reason,” he chimed. I might
not have had a compelling reason to visit Pakistan-held
Kashmir, except to meet the women of the camps and see
the Line of Control, the great artificial divider between India
and Pakistan.
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Anyone who has ever visited a refugee camp knows it is
a place where death mingles with misery. Camps were an
isolated novelty. A sprawl of rag tents on the outskirts of
Muzaffarabad looked like a prison. Refugees from the earth-
quake had nothing to do, except look to outsiders for help.

I felt unprepared.
Refugees received a monthly stipend of 1500 rupees ($13

US dollars) for food and meager medical expenses. After the
2005 earthquake, which toppled buildings and killed
hundreds, Pakistan handed refugees 1000 rupees and
provided some tents. Foreign governments, including
Turkey and the United Kingdom, donated enclosed tents
made of steel as a shield from uncomfortable cold and heat. 

A journalist based in Muzaffarabad, Aslam Mir, told me,
“A small family cannot live on the stipend they get from the
Pakistani Government. They keep asking for more.”

Now a rebuilt city, Pakistanis differed in their descrip-
tions of Muzaffarabad. Asma Shakir, a professor at Islam-
abad’s National Defense University, described the city as
“traumatized and neglected.” She told me, “The leadership
of Azad Kashmir abandoned the poor. They are completely
dependent on the Pakistani Government for help.”

A Pakistani Brigadier General, who wished to be
unnamed, first arrived in Kashmir to help victims in the
2005 natural disaster and spent nearly a year rebuilding the
city. Five years later, he depicted Muzaffarabad as a bustling,
lively city. “A changed city since the earthquake,” he said.

Undoubtedly, Muzaffarabad is a developing city. It has a
decent hospital, a government center with a Parliament and
Prime Minister’s house, a High Court, a Pearl Continental
Hotel (the most visible Western marker) and a graveyard for
Bahais, a small religious sect in the Islamic faith—a testi-
mony to the city’s ethnic and religious diversity.
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Most people in Azad Kashmir are Sunni Muslims, with
many tribal ties. Kashmiris speak a variety of languages,
including Punjabi, Urdu, Kashmiri, Pahari, Gojr, Dogri,
Potohari, Hindko, Pashto, and more. Azad Kashmir could be
a self-governing state, divided into ten districts, but remains
under Pakistan’s control. This part of Kashmir even has its
own official flag, borrowing from Pakistan’s national white
and dark green colors. The crescent and star represent the
Muslim majority. White stripes symbolize the four rivers in
the valley: the Indus, Jhelum, Chenab, and Ravi. A saffron
square reflects the other significant minorities, including
Buddhists, Christians, Hindus, Sikhs. and Jews.

Despite the diversity, there was an untold truth.
Pakistan’s first female crime reporter, Bushra Ahmed said,
“These people want a separate state. They don’t want to be a
part of India or Pakistan. It’s not something they are allowed
to say aloud.” Once a city inhabitant, Bushra lived in Muzaf-
farabad in the early 1990s with an Army officer, her former
husband, at a time when militants were trained by Pakistan’s
intelligence agency across the mountains. “I worked with
the women during those days. I helped poor women sell
their handicrafts and embroidery to Lahore, my birth city,”
she told me. A seasoned journalist and filmmaker, Bushra
had a cheerful face. We exchanged long, meaningful
glances. She had reassured me that Pakistan’s loyalists were
ready for a fight. “The militants are still here,” she said. This
was Pakistan’s worst open secret.

 Pervez stopped the car for a chai break along a road
cobbled with shrubs and threaded with wandering tree
roots. Big, bright umbrellas hung upside down like sloths on
branches. Buses packed with passengers honked as they
trudged up the mountain. An old man walked, sluggishly,
with a wooden cane. Young men in tattered clothes were
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perched on the ledge of the highway, with an expression of
hopelessness, swaddled with cold.

“There are more tents on the other side of this hill,”
Pervez said, handing me lukewarm tea in a plastic cup. “We
won’t go there. I’m going to take you to the main camp
where you can talk to the men. Just don’t say too much.
They are naïve and their only purpose is to fight. They won’t
understand you.”

“We all have a purpose in life. I cannot give up this
struggle. I owe it to the men buried in that mountain,”
Pervez said, with warring emotions. He began to describe
terrifying scenes of militants moving like giants across the
mountains, betrayed and besieged by Pakistan. His memo-
ries of being bounded by Pakistan’s secret war had a faint
and unexpected likeness to slavery. Perhaps Pakistan had
stripped Pervez and his childhood friends; many died in the
mountain’s plunging neckline.

With Pervez’s help, I interviewed older ex-militants, who
continued to sense the magnitude of Pakistan’s betrayal.
“Pakistan is our big brother,” Pervez once said. He was a
man who had fictionalized the wonders of Pakistan, while
deeply attached to Indian-side Kashmir, where his brother
and family continued to live. Sadly, he was forever banned
from returning to his original homeland.

Pervez pointed to mountains dipped in the afternoon
sunlight. We crossed one checkpoint after another. I didn’t
carry a No Objection Certificate (NOC), which the Pakistani
Government required for visitors to access protected and
prohibited areas like Azad Kashmir. Often, Pakistan’s policy
guidelines shifted for foreigners needing a NOC, and
seemed to depend on its relations with the United States
and other Western nations. One female American reporter
in Islamabad, who wished to remain anonymous, told me
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the policy was a nuisance. “Why can’t we go to Azad Kash-
mir? Why is it off limits? What is Pakistan hiding?” Still, a
security clearance by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs became
standard government policy. Anyone entering Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa (KPK), the tribal area home to some of the
world’s most dangerous militants, also required permission.

“No one will stop us,” Pervez reassured me. “You don’t
look like an American. We have nothing to worry about.
The Army knows me. I’ve been here a thousand times,” he
said, waving at an Army officer as the car jetted up another
cliff. Pervez had my life in his hands. One wrong turn and
the car would cascade down silent forests.

Pervez continued. “This is the time for words. We must
reject violence in all its forms. If we pick up our weapons
again, we will lose all credibility from the outside. We must
keep the world engaged and informed of what is happening
to my people. We learned our lesson a long time ago. Our
weapons nearly killed the movement. We can’t lose any
more than we already have.” Pervez sounded like a modern
Faiz Ahmed Faiz, Pakistan’s left-wing revolutionary, who was
influenced by Karl Marx and Mirza Ghalib, a legendary
South Asian poet. In Bol (Speak), Faiz wrote “Speak, for our

lips are free / Speak, your tongue is still yours / Your upright body

is yours / Speak, your life is still yours.”

I had so much to learn about revolution.
On a wobbling chair, Shoaib shifted his weight. The

outside café consisted of a chai wallah (tea maker) standing
next to a massive steel pot with boiling water and tea bags,
cooked in milk and pounds of sugar. A boy behind the stall
blushed when we met each other’s glance. The capricious
wind blew through me. I wrapped a pink pashmina around
my head to tame my hair from flapping against my face. 

The men, happily adjusted to being café revolutionaries,
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framed their lives around the trappings of hope. Theirs was
a newly created identity that excluded the ineffable name of
militancy. They agreed the revolution had evolved. Rising,
Pervez insisted I give him the empty plastic cup, which he
tossed over the cliff where the river might eventually absorb.
As the plastic twirled into the riverbed, the Pepsi marker
cup looked like royal blue candy wrappers.

Looking ahead, I could see the city, like polka dots in the
ground. Small buildings clustered together, built like pinto
boxes. Above, electrical lines sagged. At night, city lights
looked like fireflies and by day, standing on the edge of a
hilltop, the city unfolded its inland beauty.  

Back in the car, Pervez carefully moved through the tight
alleyways of the city and onto a dirt road.  “A democracy is
the only way,” he said. “When we elect our leaders, knowing
they are not compromised by India or Pakistan, then our
vote counts. For now, the ballot box is a tool of the state. So,
our vote doesn’t really matter.”

Ex-militants in Indian-held Kashmir confirmed this
widely accepted view. The Press Secretary of JKLF-R,
Wajahat Qureshi, said to me once over steaming plates of
food, “Our votes are meaningless. We know the elections are
rigged in favor of India. When elections are not meant to be
free and fair, then what does a single vote mean?” For now,
Kashmiris are voting for simple social services, not time-
honored human rights. In the 2008 elections, my guide
Zahid said, “All people want the basics—bread, a bridge,
and a belief their lives will improve. Kashmiris are not
voting for freedom. That is a separate issue.”

We made our way down a steep hill, stepping over mud
holes and debris. The air was faint with sewage. A group of
women leaned over a single faucet on the ground to wash
silver-colored pots. Children ran in the dirt, barefoot or in
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open sandals. The men in the camps gathered like a herd,
their faces swollen with sorrow. One man had a permanent
cut on the side of his face. Another stood in Western black
clothes, his arms crossed. Boys leaned against them. They
all smiled.

The camps overflowed. Some were earthquake victims.
Others were internally displaced persons and settled in
Pakistan, after migrating once from Indian-held Kashmir.
Women eager to see and speak to me clustered like bees in a
hive.

Outside, their men seemed rested. They drank tea,
smoked, talked under a lazy winter sun, and slept. I discov-
ered the women wanted to do something to improve their
lives. They were energized and willing. I entered a tent with
refugee women seated in a circle.

“I need a sewing machine,” a plump, middle-aged
woman said. All the women agreed. “I can make clothes and
sell them. I can make my own money and support my chil-
dren. I don’t need a man to take care of me. I can do it
myself.”

The woman, who I will call Hameeda, had sad, shining
eyes.

“I need a home. I never thought I would spend years in a
tent. I am not the kind of woman who can adjust to this life,”
she said, her head raised. Her quiet determinism was real,
but the men didn’t take notice. Hameeda and some of the
women had been living in the camps for three years.

“Just give me an apartment,” she moaned. Years later, the
Pakistani Government failed to give her a home. “We barely
have enough to get by. Pakistan gives us staple food,”
Hameeda said, with a pained smile.

With 13 U.S. dollars a month, each family could afford
flour, milk, and sugar. “Many people come here. They make
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promises. Then they go away. They leave us behind.” In a
sturdy voice, Hameeda looked directly at me. “Look at us.
We need medical care.” The other women nodded in
unison. For the first time in my life, I felt I had chosen the
wrong career. Mama was right. I should have been a doctor.

One by one, I listened patiently to each woman. A
bespectacled young woman with cherubic cheeks held an
infant child to her breast and told me about the scars from
childbirth. A frail, dark-skinned woman with sunken eyes
needed an operation. Crouched near her was a girl about
four years old, her hair frazzled, wearing a mustard-colored
blouse with buttons missing, and nothing on her soled feet.
The girl stared intensely at me. She didn’t say a word. I
didn't play with her, but I did see in her my own daughter’s
piercingly brown eyes.

“Look at her! She needs pints of blood,” Hameeda said,
pointing. Shoaib had warned me these women were
anemic, which seemed to be the least of their problems. The
last to speak was an elderly woman, who bemoaned the loss
of her older son, who had been missing for years. Her pain
was palpable. To my left was a young woman, her face glow-
ing. She was eight months pregnant. She was the gracious
host, serving a small plate of cumin-seed cookies and the
only bottle of a lemon-colored juice marinated in sugar. I
had no choice but to take a glass, knowing this was her last.
(The dishes she used were donations from families in
Pakistan who gave open-heartedly to refugees after the
earthquake.)

"We cannot talk to our husbands,” Hameeda spoke like a
bird held captive by her owner. “You should tell them we
need a doctor to see us here.”

How could I share such personal, stigmatized female health

matters with your men? I wondered. I have an obligation to
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protect your privacy. As an American Muslim woman, I
understood the cultural barriers that prevented these
women from sharing their intimate concerns with their
men. And yet, I could hear the angst in Hameeda’s voice,
and see the other women with agitated eyes. In my child-
hood home, Mama treated women’s issues like taboo, and
so, I sympathized with the refugees, even when I felt this
was wrong and I wanted to speak against this outdated
custom. You should speak openly to your husband, I sighed. It

is not my place to change your cultural norms.

These women needed a pharmacy along with mental
health counselors and doctors. The stresses of every-day life
caused symptoms common to post-traumatic stress disorder
(PTSD). Once a student of Dr. Jerold Post, the Director of
Political Psychology at The George Washington University
in Washington, D.C., I learned the scars of trauma and loss
are deep-seated wounds that can take years to undo.
Patterns of PTSD included anger, anxiety, disappointment,
depression, isolation, shame and more—all caused by a
previous exposure to severe adverse life events. For many
refugee women, the loss of a home, a broader social support
system, and the threat of unresolved trauma could be debil-
itating.

Later, I learned many female doctors in Islamabad
preferred to treat patients in hospitals rather than visit the
camps. “It isn’t worth their time,” Todd Shea said. A big,
broad American from the state of Maryland, Todd is a burly
man with indigo blue eyes, reddish-brown sugar hair, a
scratchy beard, rosy cheeks, and a wide smile. In 2005, he
moved to Kashmir to help earthquake victims, but traveled
between Pakistan and the U.S. to raise funds for his medical
services non-governmental organization, Comprehensive
Disaster Relief Services (CDRS).
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When I visited him in Chikar nearly ten thousand feet
in the mountains, I saw mostly male doctors and nurses. On
occasion, American physicians volunteered to work with his
team in the summer months, but Todd needed a full-time
staff of female doctors from Pakistan. He knew that in this
part of the world, women felt most comfortable with their
gender, especially when diagnosing and discussing private,
female matters. In December 2013, Todd wrote me from
New York: 

“Too many female doctors won’t risk the long journey, or
they want to come but their husbands or parents won't
allow them because of the perceived danger, difficult living
conditions, and very low paycompared to working in the
city."

 For over a decade, I’ve watched Todd steer Kashmir like
a navigable river. Villagers called him gora, a term first used
for the British who ruled the Indian Subcontinent. “He’s the
man God sent us from Heaven,” a school principal in Chikar
told me. In June 2009, Adam Ellick of The New York Times

described Todd’s no-nonsense-attitude: “But with his take-
charge demeanor, he has transformed primary health care
here in this mountain town in Kashmir, where government
services are mostly invisible,” Ellick wrote. A man on a
mission, Todd told the Times, “Others are more qualified,
but I’m the one who’s here.”

 Pervez shouted from behind the women’s tent. The men
fidgeted. “They want to talk to you,” he insisted. The women
had blank expressions. “When will you come back?” the
pregnant woman asked. “I promise to return,” I said, which I
did, six months later, to see the camps expand like a
supermarket.
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Tents swelled with families. More aluminum sheets and
heavy, bright teal-colored tarp spread like a tapestry of
leaves. Children’s clothes lay out to dry on a line attached to
a single tent. Toddlers skirted along dirt roads with older
boys, their voices rising like balloons. More women had
babies. Some were still sick. Dogs wandered the camps,
harmlessly. However, on the other side of the border, in
Indian-held Kashmir, dogs prowled the night like a pack of
wolves. A million or more dogs hungry for food roamed
freely, looking through piles of trash. In both places, dogs
were treated like petty animals. 

With Todd’s help and American donors, the camp’s men
had built bathrooms and an outside sink with more faucets,
which served as a simple kitchen. Donations also paid for
desks and a ceiling fan for a school at the top of a hill, where
refugee children attended class. I remember Todd once told
me, “I hope that people see me as an American doing the
right thing.”

I followed Pervez and Shoaib to the crowd of men. In a
corner, I spotted a skinny, clean-shaven man talking to
himself, his arms inside a pheran. The men were like boats
along a marina. Each swaddled with pride and held more
secrets that I could bear. A jet-black bearded man with
hawkish eyes and a hooked nose, with a striking orange-
and-yellow striped black sweater, said, almost wistfully, “We
are waiting for that day when we can fight again. The jihad
is not over.”

Pervez turned to me in a whisper, “These men are not
like us. They are stuck in another time.”

A boy tugged at his father’s hand. “I will fight again.
That’s my duty,” the man said, gently. When he smiled, his
teeth were like a constellation of stars. He seemed content,
never troubled. Other men gaped as the wind whipped and
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the sun drew lines across their faces. Seconds seemed like
minutes, and I wanted time to stand still. I wanted to
remove the curtains of consciousness. To look beneath the
father’s knotted heart. Could it be true? Was he truly fida

(mad)? The tall, husky-looking father stared down at me, my
head at his wide chest and well-defined shoulders. I
wondered which of the women was his wife. I asked about
the boy.

“Who will take care of him should something happen to
you?”

“He will be the proud son of a martyr,” the father said,
smiling carelessly. “Martyrdom is every man’s wish here.
When we die, we begin a new life. We live again in Paradise.
Our children will do the same thing.”

It reminded me of conversations with Dr. Jessica Stern, a
former professor at Harvard University, who wrote about
Kashmir in her first book, Terror in the Name of God: 

“No one really cares about the Kashmiris. Neither the
Indians nor the Pakistanis nor any government anywhere.
Both sides are determined to retain the entire disputed
territory…This fight is about real estate, national identity,
political power, and profits both personal and
organizational…Training vulnerable young men to believe
that the way to feel important and useful is by killing and
getting killed in a purported holy war.”[vi]

 After speaking to the father, I wanted to believe that the
children of martyred parents had a choice. They didn’t have
to follow the pattern of death. They could break away, like
the twenty-year old principal who ran a school up the road.
The principal, with glittering peacock eyes, a cheerful round
face, and a beard as black as a nightingale, took a step in
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another direction. He was no longer a mujahid-in-waiting
but a changed man.

“These children need me,” he said, happily. The prin-
cipal showed me pictures of himself at the age of fourteen,
carrying an older Russian Kalashnikov over his bony shoul-
der. “I came to Pakistan with other men to learn how to fight
India,” he said, explaining that he had been struck by an
ideal of an independent Kashmir.

“I still dream of seeing a free Kashmir, but not in the
same way. The school gave me a reason to live again. Every
child has a right to learn.” For refugee children, school was
free. “If they can pay, tuition is 130 rupees (2 U.S. dollars) per
month,” he said.

Shoaib added, “If these children have an education, they
will not fight. We have to recreate a system that gives these
people a normal life. If they have nothing to do, then they
will become militants. Education is the only way out.”

The principal believed education is the path to progress
and peace. He was no longer drawn to a violent revolution.
If only the bearded father and his comrades in the camps
would agree. At least for the sake of their children and wives
confined to the tents, the men should think of the future, I
thought. Without anything to do, I worried the women
would become insignificant like crumpled paper.

Down the road, away from the camps, there lived a
woman who didn’t belong to India or Pakistan. “I am neither
here nor there,” she said, as we walked through an empty
house she shared with her sister-in-law.

The Pakistani Army watched her. “I can’t return. They
won’t let me go, ” she said. The men introduced me to this
woman as Raja Begum, the latter an honorific title for a
married woman. Pervez said she wanted to cross the moun-
tains, but Pakistani security forces prevented her from going
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back home to Indian-held Kashmir. They were always
watching her, he said.

Raja Begum looked to be in her fifties, heavy-set, and
short. She wore a sweater vest over a hunter-green long shirt
and pants, her head half-covered. We sat in her courtyard,
budding with weeds and rusty garden tools.

“I am forced to live in a land unfamiliar to me. This is
not my Kashmir. I belong on the other side,” she lamented.
“Pakistan says it will protect us, but we are being used. The
state is keeping an eye on me and my brothers,” a reference
to the men hovering over her. She considered them family.

“She kept us alive,” Pervez said proudly. He pointed to
the large empty room past the front entry in the house. “We
slept on this floor. She cooked for us. She cared for our
safety. She made sure we had a home.” Pervez explained the
sacrifices Begum made for the troupe of men from the
mountains.

“We had nothing. Pakistani soldiers gave us a weapon
and a pair of sandals. We had nowhere to go to escape the
cold. Because of the fighters, she can’t see from one eye and
slouches from pain.” Raja smiled with an unmistakable
sorrow.

To the militants she served, Raja Begum was their “Great
Mother,” a term Pervez used. In Islam, a mother is glorified
and glamorized. To a child, under a mother’s feet lies
Paradise, a famously quoted oral tradition in Islam. Raja fit
the role of the ideal mother, selfless and sensible. She
surrendered herself to service, nurturing men in her home,
the unburdened space where militants prized their personal
freedom.

Raja continued to speak in a sad voice. “Feeding the
militants day and night was not an easy thing. This is the
reason for these tinted glasses. I didn't sleep much, but it
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was the right thing to do at the time. At the same time, I had
my children to look after. They were young. They must have
thought the militants were their fathers.”

To some men, a compassionate mother was more desir-
able than a wanting wife. A mother could be the most influ-
ential person in a child’s life, a role recognized by America’s
16th President, Abraham Lincoln, who said, “All that I am or
ever hope to be, I owe to my angel mother.”

The men leaned against the brick wall, like frail monu-
ments, incongruous. Raja continued. “I collected rocks for
the men. I treated their wounds. I gave them a place to hide
and sleep for many nights. There were forty militants at a
time, and I was the only woman they could go to. They
trusted me.”

In 1989, Begum was the first woman from Indian-held
Kashmir to cross the mountain to enter Pakistan. She trav-
eled with her husband, three children, including an infant.
“We could have died that winter. The snow kept falling,” she
said. “My husband was a freedom fighter, but I would fight
too, if necessary.” 

Perched on a charpai, Raja sat next to her sister-in-law, a
woman who appeared younger and slimmer, her sparrow-
like eyes alarmingly wide. She remained silent. “I do not
belong anywhere,” Raja said, her anonymity revealed. “I
should be in India. After all these years, I am stuck in the
middle of nowhere, and my husband is in exile.”

After arriving in Pakistan, Raja’s husband escaped to
Greece to avoid an arrest. “I thought I would see him after
fifteen years of being apart. He could go back to India if he
wanted to, but I’m stuck here,” she said, nibbling on her
words. Raja insisted Pakistani Army officers have no case
against her. They prevented her from returning to her birth-
place in Indian-held Kashmir. Why can’t you return to your
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home? I wondered. I regret not asking her the one question
that might have helped me understand why she, like her
husband, lived as exiles.

It was hard to imagine a life in limbo. The men admired
her, but adoration could not take her back home. I felt her
greatest wound was her separation from her husband.

“I wonder if I will ever see him again,” she said in a
chilling voice. She blamed Pakistani authorities for holding
her captive like a jailbird. “It makes no sense why they are
holding me back. They check on me and ask me questions.
They take my passport. Then they leave. I can’t go home
without my papers,” she said. 

“I have never picked up a weapon. What crime did I
commit? I am a peaceful woman,” she said, her words
dangled like anklets. A single mother, Raja lived like a
widow, a screen of grief over her dark face. Younger men
joined us. She called them her brothers. A band of guerrilla
warriors she once looked after staggered in the corner,
listening. I sensed Raja had so much more she wanted
to say.

“Do I look like a terrorist?” she asked, softly. The men
sighed heavily. In her yard, critters rattled through a shed
and over a barn-red wheelbarrow. Birds blushed. 

A ray of golden-auburn light reflected off Raja’s
eyeglasses. The sun looked like an orange lollipop, slowly
descending over the hilltop. Shoaib and Pervez said good-
bye as boys bid farewell to their mother on the way to
school. They would likely return. And I would see her too, a
year later, in someone else’s house, carpeted and lived in. As
we walked away, the women faded. When I turned around,
they were like shadows in a street with no lampposts,
leaning against a brick entryway.

Pervez had the eye of an architect. He memorized the
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uneven road, the hills, the cliffs jagged edges, and the moun-
tains geometry. On the way back to Islamabad, Pervez
stopped the car to pick up a local journalist, who joined
Shoaib in the back seat. The night cloaked the city like a
dark cloud, and I couldn’t see the way ahead.

I tried to keep quiet so Pervez would focus on the road.
He raced down the mountain, with both hands on the
steering wheel. We passed a line of pedestrians in milky
white clothes. In the backseat, the men were silent. When
the car stopped, I found myself in the forest, alone. The men
had disappeared into the thicket of trees. Where did they go? I
wondered. Did they stop to meet someone? When would they

return?

Faint with fear, I drugged myself to sleep.
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2

RESISTANCE

n Srinagar, the youth sang their sacred songs. Two
men in jeans swayed on stage as they performed a
song titled “Resistance Is Our Choice” in hip-hop

style. In rapid English, they sang as cameras flashed and the
crowd clapped, in-between.

 
Some died in an encounter
Some died in a massacre
Kashmir is bleeding, so we plan to save her
Resistance is a choice
It’s gonna make some noise
Our blood is not cheap
While our hands are stained
I’m waiting for the day when
I will see the sunlight
Resistance is a choice
It’s gonna make some noise…
I will never back down because
I have seen the bloodshed.

 



The song was later added to an album and released on
World Peace Day, September 21, 2013. The album was
attributed to Afzal Guru, who India falsely accused and
executed, to remind Kashmiris of innocent lives lost. In an
interview, civil rights activist Khurram Pervez, who endorsed
the CD, said, “It is a tribute to Afzal and a message to people
in Delhi, who hanged him that Kashmiri people have not
forgotten his hanging…[and] to convey to the rulers in Delhi
that we will not forgive those who hanged Afzal.”

On the same album, an alternative hip-hop song titled
“Voice of the Voiceless” churned with rage. A man in a thick
voice began with these English spoken words: I believe it’s
better to tell the truth than to lie. I believe it’s better to be free
than to be a slave. And I believe that it’s better to know than to be
ignorant. The lyrics that followed described the events that
led to Afzal Guru’s death. This is a story of a man who spent
twelve years in a cell…in the wee hours of dawn, another martyr
was born.

Thirty-two years ago, an American band, Rage Against the
Machine, performed a song with the same title in the U.S.
The song centered on the death sentence of Mumia Abu-
Jamal, a radio journalist and former member of the Black
Panthers. In 1981, he was charged with killing police officer
Daniel Faulkner in the city of Philadelphia. The Abu-Jamal
story was perforated with holes and saturated with suspi-
cion. A documentary made by Stephen Vittoria, Mumia:
Long Distance Revolutionary, explored the “polarizing case—
the side that views Mr. Abu-Jamal as a political prisoner and
victim of a racist system—and enrage the other.”[xviii] The
American song, “Voice of the Voiceless,” sparked a wave of
protests: At fifteen, exposed Philly’s finest killing machine. Boots
and mad guns they pacify ya young. Cause and effect smell the
smoke and the breeze. My panther, my brother we are at war
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until you’re free. You’ll never silence the voice of the voiceless.
You’ll never silence the voice of the voiceless.

Cases fabricated against Abu Jamal and Afzal Guru
proved one thing; both men were victims of a broken
system. Songs written about them exposed the brutality of
their time, inflated with the theme of revolution. The same
kind of change was taking place in Kashmir, with similar
kinds of songs and sentiments expressed.

In Kashmir, the ground was partly covered with strik-
ingly painful images of the valley’s collective sorrow. The
stage was plastered with protestors and people, missing or
dead. Singers shared the stage with actors, lyricists, and
poets. Organized by civil rights leaders, Kashmiris called
their cultural program Haqeeqat-e-Kashmir, The Reality of
Kashmir, held at Sher-e-Kashmir Park and attended by the
All Parties Hurriyat Conference Chairman, Mirwaiz Umar
Farooq. Like a socially engaging film, artisans expressed
their exuberance, exposed their problems, and reflected
their hopes. The concert was a reminder of everything that
went wrong in the valley. This was an experience layered
with tragedy—the valley’s culturally historic moment.

The episodic event that triggered the concert was the
death of four teenage boys and one critically injured youth
when the paramilitary Central Reserve Police Force (CRPF)
fired on them in the Shopian district of Kashmir. One of the
survivors, Muhammad Adil Wachkoo, described the inci-
dent: “I was on the way to College Shopian along with my
friend Tawseef [to take an exam] when CRPF men inter-
cepted us and sought the I-Card [identity card] from us.
When we pulled out our I-Card, they fired at us.”

Tawseef was among the four dead. In protest, hundreds
of Kashmiris took to the streets to demand justice. As usual,
Shopian district was placed under curfew while local
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government officials called for an investigation of the inci-
dent. The death of the teenage boys took place around the
same time India and the German Ambassador in New Delhi
planned for the Zubin Mehta orchestra. Shots were fired
hours before the Mehta event would take place in Lal
Chowk, the heart of Srinagar city.

Held on September 7, 2013, the youth-led concert was
also a musical protest against Zubin Mehta, whose perfor-
mance was entitled Ehsaas-e-Kashmir, or The Emotions of
Kashmir. A seasoned activist, Khurram Pervez, said in an
interview, “The police claimed that these boys were killed in
a gun battle. It is a blatant lie. All four of them were civilians
and not militants…It is the German Ambassador who is
responsible for this.”

Why all the fuss?  Most local Kashmiris had little appreci-
ation for Western classical music or knew much about
Zubin Mehta, who currently conducts the opera house in
Valencia, Spain. An Indian-born conductor with a long list
of accomplishments and debuts, including the Metropolitan
Opera New York, Zubin harnessed musical talent from chil-
dren across India and Israel. With worldwide recognition,
Zubin was a regular guest in many countries.

 However, in Kashmir, Zubin was a foreign face and
unwelcomed by most. Instead of embracing Kashmir, Zubin
and his concert organizers isolated local Kashmiris—the
invite list, for example, included Indian corporate conglom-
erates, leading movie stars and sports men. The cost of the
concert was reportedly ten billion rupees or U.S. $16
million, an unthinkable amount for a one-night show
designed to entertain the elite and exclude most Kashmiris.
For all his talent, Zubin Meta was a stranger to Kashmiris
consumed by conflict. Zubin had no idea. Neither did any of
the foreign guests who arrived, who looked at Kashmir with
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jaded expressions. To the average Kashmiri, a message the
German Embassy and India intended to instill to the
international community was that Kashmir was peaceful.
Outsiders were made ignorant of the violence, torture,
trauma and militarization of the valley that crippled the
ordinary lives of Kashmiris.

On that day, Khurram Pervez held the microphone and
addressed the crowd, stressing the rationale for the concert.
To counter military occupation, the Shopian murders, and
Zubin’s concert. “The opposition to an event that is clearly
political, due to the involvement of governments, in an
occupied place such as Kashmir, with an interest in
portraying peace and normalcy…The use of music to legit-
imize an occupation is unacceptable.”

A senior event organizer, Dr. Altaf, stepped on stage and
in a surge of emotion, expressed in English his disgust at the
orchestra being held at the Shalimar Garden, once known
to Kashmir’s greatest poets. “That concert is by the rich, for
the rich…[It is] an exclusivist, elitist function,” he said in an
aching voice, placing importance on the common person in
Kashmir, “whose hearts bleed.”

Through the afternoon, Kashmiris recited poems punc-
tuated with sacrifices made over 70-plus years. One poet
included a line by Pakistan’s national poet, Mohammad
Iqbal. Another recited a verse in tribute to the martyrs of the
valley. Every verse was a recognition of the different dimen-
sions of conflict. In a valley that graces art, Kashmiris
demonstrated a full range of human experience, awakening
qualities of zest, passion, and talent.

Each performer, poet, and public speaker communi-
cated a shared history of insanity that lingered in Kashmir
like the chrysalis of a moth. Occupation had made Kash-
miris feel depleted of their humanity. As an outsider, I tried
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to experience through interviews and stories heart-felt
emotions only a Kashmiri had known. Tragedy had become
their cultural heritage. Amazingly, the people I knew
showed me they could be stimulated by the strength of
younger generations. Together, young men and women
channeled anguish into a sacred song, a poem pierced with
pleasure and pain, a political statement, a seasonal protest,
and more.

Most Kashmiris prefer a platform of powerful words, not
violent overtures, to denounce militarization. Though I
began to sense that a Kashmiri’s principal concern, the fight
for freedom, was sometimes burdened by feeling caught in-
between the shades of struggle.

In an email, journalist Gowhar Geelani, wrote to me,
“India's occupation is the ugliest. Kashmir's resistance
remains dignified in many ways…common Kashmiri some-
times finds himself/herself suspended between the two
swords, one that of the Indian army and state police, and
another of the gun-wielding youth fighting for freedom.
That is the cost of the conflict every Kashmiri has paid in
one way or the other.”

As an American writer, I tried to see Kashmir through
the eyes of those who lived through the conflict. When I was
in graduate school, I had learned to identify the grievances
that result from war: fear, alienation, anguish, stress, and
trauma. I knew that only those who lived in conflict had
experienced a wide range of mental health symptoms,
ranging from depression, chronic post-traumatic stress
disorder, a drug addiction, and suicidal tendencies.

And so, Kashmiris used these sacred songs to express
feelings of anger, grief, dread, disgust, and much more. The
music would go on all day in public parks, lifting the spirits
of the youth, amplifying messages of hope, love, and loss in
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the cycles of conflict. It made sense why Kashmiris gathered
to sing. Their songs helped set in motion a cultural revolu-
tion that began with a renewed commitment to change
without violence. A cavalcade of new ideas and innovations
were part of the cultural shift. Geelani reminded me, “There
exists a massive revolution in Kashmir, but the problem is
the world community has failed to recognize us.”

Who is leading the revolution? How long will Kashmiris
march for civil rights? Will India and Pakistan allow this
national-liberation movement? When will it end? So many
unaddressed questions were open to interpretation by both
Kashmiris and international observers. Together, the men
and women at Sher-e-Kashmir Park became symbols of
freedom.

As makers of history, Kashmiri youth used local events
to courageously sing, shout, and stand for what they
believed to be true—the right to the democratic dream. In
their “day of rage,” Kashmiris shared their stories, reimag-
ined and retold, to honor their sacred past and shaky
present. Together, they could survive the cruelties of
conflict. They were writing, singing, and calling for the
revolution. 

Tethered by history, this new generation of Kashmiris
proved they would not be forgotten. Nor silenced. So long as
they continued to sing, they could fight the occupation.
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THANK YOU FOR READING

Get your complete book at my store. Click on the link below.
Your book purchase helps the village women of Kashmir.
Thank you for caring.

https://farhanaqazi.com/





A CALL TO ACTION

Over the years, so many people have asked me: what can I
do to help? How can I support the Kashmiri people? The
first step is awareness. Please share these stories on social
media to build understanding and make the world aware of
the conflict’s ongoing impact on the lives of women (and
men). To stay current on news in Kashmir, you can follow:
The Greater Kashmir, The Kashmir Observer, Kashmir-
BBC News, and Kashmir-The New York Times.

Another vital step is empowering local women. I
support local village women in Indian-held Kashmir to
improve their lives. These women weave shawls from their
homes and neighborhood co-ops to support their families.
Your purchase of this book will help the women of Kashmir.
Thank you for caring.

Join the newsletter for insightful analysis you won’t find
anywhere else. Visit www.farhanaqazi.com
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